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I.

Overview of Good360

A. Good360 Mission and Objectives
At Good360, we believe that through technology, innovation and
strategic partnerships the business of giving can be simpler, more efficient
and more effective. We empower nonprofits by not only providing access
to product donations for their programming, but also offering educational
resources to help them grow and expand. Our DisasterRecovery360
platform is an extension of the work we have been doing every day for
over 30 years. Through DisasterRecovery360, we will work to ensure that
the RIGHT GOODS are delivered to the RIGHT PLACE at the RIGHT TIME
throughout the long-term recovery process.
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B. Objectives of this Training Manual
1. Outline the capabilities of DisasterRecovery360, Good360’s new
innovative disaster recovery platform; and

2. Guide Nonprofits in how to use DisasterRecovery360.
https://catalog.good360.org/disaster-recovery-360/
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II.

Nonprofits

There are numerous benefits for nonprofits that join Good360’s
DisasterRecovery360 network:
• Identify specific product needs at every critical stage of disaster relief
and recovery;
• Create a Product Needs List to garner supporters to help deliver your
product requests; and
• Tell stories about how donated products are helping through the Impact
Story tool.

A. Register your Nonprofit
Registering your nonprofit with DisasterRecovery360 is easy!
Step1: Go to https://catalog.good360.org/disaster-recovery-360/ and click on
“Sign In/Register” in the top right corner of the home screen.
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You will be sent to the “LOGIN OR CREATE AN ACCOUNT” page.
Step 2a: If you are already a registered member of Good360, you can login to
your account and then you will be redirected back to the DisasterRecovery360
homepage. Continue to the process on how to “Register for a Disaster” on
page 11.
Step 2b: If you are not already registered with Good360, Click on “Register”
under the “New to Good360? Join the Circle of Good” heading.

Step 3: Click on “Register” under the “Nonprofit, School or VOAD Members”
heading.
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Step 4: Input your personal information and set up your account password. Then
click “Next.”
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Step 5: If you are a nonprofit (501(c)(3)), input your Employer Identification
Number (EIN). If you are unsure of what your EIN is, contact your administrator.
This number helps Good360 ensure that you have the appropriate IRS status.
Then, click “Find My Organization.” (If you are a school, skip to Step 7.)

Step 6: Once you have inputted your EIN, select your nonprofit at the bottom of
the screen, and click “Continue”.

If you cannot find your nonprofit or school, click the HERE button to continue the
registration process.
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Step 7: Fill out/verify the information on the next page, and answer the questions
at the bottom of the page. Then, click “Next.”
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Step 8: Read through the Good360 Terms & Conditions. If you agree to
Good360’s terms and conditions, check in the “I Agree” box. Then, click “Next”
and repeat the process for all 10 terms and conditions. Then click “Finish”.
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Step 9: Congratulations! You have successfully registered with Good360. You
should receive a confirmation email, and the following page should appear on
your screen. Login to your Good360 account.

Step 10: You will now be on your DisasterRecovery360 dashboard. From your
dashboard, click the “DISASTER RECOVERY 360” button in the top navigation.
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B. Register for a Disaster
Step 1: To register for a disaster, make sure you are logged into your Good360
account and are on the DisasterRecovery360 homepage.

Note: If you are not on the DisasterRecovery360 homepage, click on the
“DISASTER RECOVERY 360”
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Step 2: Scroll down to the map and use one of the search functions to find the
disaster in which you are assisting. You can search by keyword, Disaster Name
(dropdown), Disaster Type (dropdown) or Disaster Stage (Response, Relief,
Recovery).

Step 3: Click on the pin for the Disaster in which you are assisting and then click
“GET INVOLVED” on the pop-up box.
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Step 4: You will be redirected to the landing page for that specific disaster. Click
the “REGISTER FOR THIS DISASTER” on the left-hand side.

Step 5: You will then be sent to the logistics questionnaire for that disaster.
Complete all questions to the best of your ability and then click SAVE. You will be
able to make updates to your questionnaire through your DisasterRecovery360
dashboard, if anything changes.
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C. Create a Product Needs List
Community-based nonprofits that register for Good360’s DisasterRecovery360
platform can use the Product Needs List as a resource to request the goods you
need for your disaster relief and recovery efforts. This tool enables Good360 to
aggregate the needs of multiple nonprofits so companies can fulfil those needs
and launches a crowdfunding campaign so individuals can help cover the
delivery fees to get you what you need, when you need it.
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After you have registered for a disaster, you will begin the Product Needs List
creation process.
Step 1: Click the “Browse Goods” button on the top navigation.

Step 2: Enter a name for the Product Needs List for reference. You can change
the name at a later time.
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Step 3: STEP 1 – IDENTIFY NEEDED PRODUCTS
Begin to add your product needs by browsing the product categories on the
top or side navigation or being entering the name of a specific product into the
universal search box.
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The donation catalog includes two types of products. You can add both types
of items to your Product Needs List.
In Stock (Currently Available) Products
In Stock products are products that are currently available
from Good360. Information about these products on the
product list page includes a representative image, the
delivery fee and the quantity per unit. To learn more about
the donation, you can click on the image and it will open
up the product detail page, which includes a description
of the product, the product donor, and the unit of
measure.
The delivery fee for a product is to help Good360 cover the
shipping costs of that product to your organization. The
fee will be added to your Needs List crowdfunding
campaign for individual supporters to cover.
Please note that when you enter a quantity for an in stock product, you will be
receiving the number of that product listed in the quantity per unit. For
example, if you enter QTY: 1 for the Red Wing Work Gloves, you will receive 84
pairs of gloves.
Out of Stock (Future) Products
Out of Stock products are products that Good360 does not
currently in inventory. Good360’s donor development
team will aggregate the need for these products with other
nonprofits and then will make donation requests for these
products to Good360’s corporate partners on your behalf.
The photo for this product is representative only. To add
this needed product, enter the exact quantity you need
and click Add to Cart. For example, if you need 100 Tarps,
enter in the quantity of 100 and click Add to Cart.
Good360 is unable to guarantee that we will be able to
procure this product on your behalf, but if we do, your
organization will be notified that it is In Stock via email and on your
DisasterRecovery360 dashboard.
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Step 4: When you are finished adding all the products you need, scroll down
and click “Next Step-Review Products” to proceed to step 2. Alternatively, you
may scroll to the top of the screen and click “Cart”.

-OR-
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Step 5: STEP 2: REVIEW REQUESTED PRODUCTS & NEEDS LIST
The products you requested have been separated into two lists – your Product
Needs List (items we currently have In Stock) is at the top and your Out of Stock
List (products we do NOT have in stock, but will try to procure) is at the bottom.
Once published, your Product Needs List will be spotlighted on the
DisasterRecovery360 website where individuals can help us deliver your product
needs by covering the delivery fees through a crowdfunding campaign.
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Step 6: On the Product Needs List, you can change the quantity of an item or
remove items from the list. After updating the quantity of an item, make sure
you click the green save button at the bottom of the list.

Step 7: You can also change the rank of the item in your Product Needs List. The
products should be ranked in order of most needed. This is important because if
your Product Needs List is not fully funded, we will ship the items to your
organization in the order of their ranking. To change the rank, simply use the up
and down arrows on the left-hand side of the list.
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Step 8: Review your Out of Stock Products List. You can change the quantity or
remove items. After updating the quantity of an item, make sure to click the
green submit button.

Step 9: Once you have reviewed and updated both lists, click “Next StepFinalize Needs List” on the bottom of the screen to proceed to Step 3.
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Step 10: STEP 3 – FINALIZE YOUR PRODUCT NEEDS LIST
Review your Product Needs List once more to make sure you have included all
product needs. To add additional products, scroll to the bottom and click the
Back button until to reach the first step in the Product Needs List creation
process.
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Step 11: Create the content that explains how the products requested will help
disaster survivors. This information will be showcased on your needs list
crowdfunding campaign, and will help to engage potential supporters. There
are a number of required fields indicated by asterisks next to the field name.
Edit the name of your needs list to something that is both attention grabbing
and has a call to action. The message should explain what your organization is
doing to assist survivors and why these products are critically-needed. The
introduction should be a condensed version of the message as it will be visible
on the embeddable widget. Good360 has pre-populated information that can
be used, if you do not want to personalize the message or introduction.
You will also need to upload at least one photo, enter in the number of lives you
estimate you will assist, select the number of days the crowdfunding campaign
will be active for, and if the needs list can be seen by the public or not. There is
also an option to upload an MP4 video file or a YouTube video, but those are
not required. Hover over the question marks next to the fields for further
explanation.
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Step 12: Once you have add all content click Next Step – Preview Needs List at
the bottom of the page.

Step 13: STEP 4 – PREVIEW PRODUCT NEEDS LIST
Review your Products Needs List items and content to your crowdfunding page
one final time.
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Step 14: Review the detail page of your Product Needs List crowdfunding
campaign and widget by clicking either the “Preview Page” or the “Preview
Widget” buttons in the middle of the page.
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Step 15: Review and check off that you agree with all Good360 Terms &
Conditions and answer any questions that may be posted.

Step 16: Now click “Next Step- Publish Needs List.”
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Step 17: STEP 5 – SUCCESS!
Congratulations! You have completed a DisasterRecovery360 Product Needs
List for your organization. You should receive a confirmation email, and the
following screen should appear. Your Needs List will be showcased on the
Good360 website as a crowdfunding campaign and individuals will be able to
donate cash to cover the costs of delivery fees.
Notify your own network and ask for their support by sharing the link to your
Product Needs List campaign in an email, sharing the information via social
media, adding the widget to your organization’s website or blog or sending the
pre-populated email drafted by Good360.
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D. Create an Impact Story
One of the most powerful tools to keep supporters and donors engaged in your
work is the multi-media Impact Story. Good360 makes it easy for you to provide
feedback on the critically-needed product donations you received in your
disaster recovery efforts through our Impact Story Tool.

Before you begin creating your impact story, make sure you have some
important information completed under Account Information on your
dashboard.
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Step 1: Nonprofit Logo - Though you are not required to upload your logo to
complete an impact story, it is highly recommended that it is uploaded as it not
only helps in legitimizing your organization, but if you do not upload a logo, a
broken image icon will show up on your Impact Story.
Click on Account Information on the left-hand navigation of your
DisasterRecovery360 dashboard.

Step 2: Click the pencil next to Nonprofit/School Profile.
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Step 3: Under Logo, click on the “Select Image” button and then upload your
organization’s logo from your computer.
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Step 4: Once the logo has been uploaded, scroll to the bottom and click the
“SAVE” button.
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Step 5: Nonprofit Cause(s) - To create and publish an Impact Story, your
organization must have added at least one cause that it supports on a day-today basis to the My Causes field.
Under Account Information, click on the green pencil next to the “My Causes”.

Step 6: Click the checkbox of at least one, but up to three causes that your
organization supports.
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Step 7: When you have checked your cause(s), scroll to the bottom and click
the “Submit” button.

Now you are ready to create your Impact Story.
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Step 8: From your DisasterRecovery360 dashboard, click on the “Transaction
History” tab on the left-hand navigation.

Step 9: These are your DisasterRecovery360 transactions (orders). By each
transaction that has already shipped to your organization, there is a blue
“Create Impact Story” button. Click the button next to the shipment you are
writing the impact story about.
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Note: If you are unsure, you can click the green arrow next to the Order # to see
the contents of the transaction. If you are creating the impact story about
multiple transactions, you will be able to indicate that in the next step.

Step 10: Check the box for each donation that this impact story is about and
then press the “Create Impact Story” button.
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Step 11: The Impact Story template will pull important information into the page
like the products you received, the fair market value of the donations, and the
logos of the companies that generously donated to your organization, but there
is still content that needs to be completed by you.
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Step 12: Add in one image from your distribution by clicking “Select Image” and
uploading an image from your computer. You can add up to four, but one is
required.

Step 13: Enter a compelling title and detailed story that explains to the donors
how the donations were distributed or used, as well as thanks them for their
support. Both fields are required.
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Step 14: Enter in the number of lives you impacted with the donation. This field is
required.

Step 15: Enter in the city and use the dropdown to select the state where your
distribution occurred. This field is required.

Step 16: An MP4 video file can be uploaded and a link to a YouTube video can
be entered, but neither field is required.
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Step 17: All Impact Stories are reviewed by Good360 staff before they are
published on our website. They may also be reviewed by one or more donor
companies, if that is the company’s preference. If you have any comment that
you would like to send to the reviewer, add it here.

Step 18: Once all required fields are complete, click “Publish.”
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Step 19: Your Impact Story will be reviewed by Good360 within 3-5 business days
and then it will be highlighted on our website. We will also share it with the
donors that contributed to your Product Needs List.
Once it has been published, you will find it under your Impact Story tab on your
DisasterRecovery360 dashboard listed as STATUS – UNDER REVIEW.
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Step 20: Once the impact story has been approved by Good360, the status will
change to approved under the My Impact Stories tab of your
DisasterRecovery360 dashboard and you will be able to share it with your
supporters on your organization’s website or blog by copying the widget embed
link.
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Step 21: To view the URL link for the impact story that can be added into an
email to supporter’s or to share your impact story on social media, click view on
the My Impact Stories List page. It will open up the story and you will be able to
share the content.
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E. DisasterRecovery360 Dashboard
A nonprofit’s DisasterRecovery360 dashboard contains all information
pertaining to their work in disaster relief and recovery with Good360.










Here is a quick overview of what you will find within each tab:
Account Information: Your background information, including contact
information, and information describing who you serve and your website
preferences.
Transaction History: All of your disaster-related transactions.
My Needs List: All published, pending & closed Product Needs List for your
disaster efforts.
My Impact Stories: All published and approved impact stories for your
disaster efforts.
My Disasters: A list of all disasters your organization has registered for and
the associated logistics questionnaires.
My Posts: The updates and photos your organization uploads to
DisasterRecovery360 about your work assisting in disaster.
Products: The items on your Out of Stock list where you can add, edit or
remove those needs.
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i.

Account Information
The Account Information tab is the same as the one on your
organization’s GivingPlace360 dashboard. Any updates made here
will be reflected on your GivingPlace360 dashboard and vice versa.
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The most important field under Account Information for DisasterRecovery360
would be Settings & Preferences. Review your answers to the following two
questions as they are pertinent to our communication and work with your
organization in disaster.


Contact information enabled: YES – This will give Good360 permission to
release your organization’s contact information to individuals in need that
have been impacted by a disaster.



Send notification email: YES – This will allow Good360 to send your
organization email notifications pertaining to your disaster efforts. These
emails may address when one of your product needs was fulfilled by a
company, when it is time for your organization to update your product
needs list, when you need to create an impact story for one of your
donations and more.
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ii.

Transaction History
All disaster donation transactions are shown on this tab. This
includes the Order #, Administrative Fee (Delivery Fee) total that
needs to be covered through the crowdfunding campaign, the
total Fair Market Value of the donations and the status of the
request.
If the order has shipped, there will also be a blue “Create Impact
Story” button that launches the step-by-step impact story tool.

If you want to see the details of an order, you can click the green
arrow, and it will show the details, including the products, their
administrative fee (delivery fee), and fair market value.
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iii.

My Needs Lists.
Under this tab, you can view all pending, published and closed
Product Needs Lists for your disaster efforts. You can also start a
new Needs List by clicking the “Create Needs List’ button.

You can view the details of your crowdfunding campaign, including the
amount donated versus the total amount needed, the time until the
campaign closes. You can also click “Send Message to draft an email to
potential supporters.
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iv.

My Impact Stories
On this tab, you can view all Impact Stores from your Good360
disaster donations that are published or approved. If they have
been approved by Good360, copy the widget embed link for use
on your website or blog. You can also click view, which will open
up the impact story and enable you to copy the URL for the story
page or share the story through social media.

v.

My Disasters
Each disaster your organization registered for with
DisasterRecovery360 is listed under this tab. You are also able to
edit the corresponding logistics questionnaire or create a new
needs list for that disaster.
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vi.

My Posts
On this tab, your organization can create quick posts with updates
and photos throughout your relief & recovery efforts. These posts
will be highlighted on the disaster landing page and will be
especially important once the media has left the impacted area.
Note: All posts will be reviewed by Good360 staff before they will
be visible on the DisasterRecovery360 disaster landing page.
Help us keep individual and company donors engaged!

You can also view, edit or delete your previous posts, which are listed below the
post creation process.
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vii.

Products
The Products tab is where your Out of Stock List is stored. You can
view, edit and remove items as your needs change or if the need
was fulfilled through another source. You can also:
o Track to see which of your needs were fulfilled by donors and when;
o Add new product needs; and
o Filter on the needs of a specific disaster if you are assisting with more
than one.
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F. Frequently Asked Questions from Nonprofits
What is
DisasterRecovery360?

DisasterRecover360 – created and managed by Good360—
is an online platform and program that is changing the face
of disaster response and recovery by ensuring that critically
needed goods get to the right people at the right place at
the right time.

What is the difference
between GivingPlace360
and DisasterRecovery360?

GivingPlace360 is available 24-7-365 to all qualified nonprofits
and schools for the work they do every day, while
DisasterRecovery360 is only open to nonprofits that are
helping with a specific disaster in which Good360 is actively
involved.

How does my organization Login to your Good360 account and then go to the
register for a disaster?
DisasterRecovery360 homepage. Click on the pin of the
disaster in which you are assisting and then click “Register for
this Disaster” on the specific disaster landing page.
The disaster my
organization is assisting
with is not on the
DisasterRecovery360 site.
Can we still request
product donations?

Yes, you can request products through Good360’s
GivingPlace360 program. Add Disaster Relief as a cause your
nonprofit supports on your dashboard under Account
Information, and then create a Wishlist for your disaster relief
and recovery efforts.

Can I register for more
than one disaster?

Yes, you can register for all disaster in which you are actively
responding to. You can view active disasters on the
DisasterRecovery360 homepage. Your organization will
complete a logistics questionnaire and a Product Needs List
for each disaster.

Why does the logistics
questionnaire have to be
completed before my
organization can receive
any donations?

Good360 must approve a nonprofit’s logistics questionnaire,
and specifically the ship-to address, so we can make sure
that we are able to get a delivery truck to your location
without issue.

What is a
DisasterRecovery360
Product Needs List?

Product Needs Lists allow nonprofits the ability to create a
crowdfunding campaign that shows potential supporters the
products the nonprofit needs to help in their disaster relief
and recovery efforts. Individuals can support Product Needs
Lists with cash donations that cover the delivery fees of the
products.
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What is the difference
between a Product Needs
List and an Out of Stock
List?

A Product Needs List contains products that Good360
currently has available in inventory or through a pledge, while
your Out of Stock List contains products that Good360 does
not have. Good360’s donor development team will make
requests to companies to fulfill the items on your Out of Stock
List on your behalf.

Can I create more than
one Product Needs List for
the disaster I’m assisting
with?

A nonprofit is not limited in the number of Product Needs Lists
they create, however, we encourage nonprofits to limit the
number of Product Needs Lists as it makes it easier to promote
and to get the funded needed to get the product you need
delivered.

What is the delivery fee?

The delivery fee covers the cost of shipping, handling,
processing, and development and administration for the
product donation when those costs are not covered by the
company product donor.

How will our
DisasterRecovery360
Product Needs List get
funded?

Product Needs Lists are crowdfunding campaigns to help
cover the delivery fees of Good360 product donations to
your organization in support of your disaster relief & recovery
efforts. Product Needs Lists can be funded through direct
cash donation to the specific Product Needs List, through the
DisasterRecovery360 product registry, or through Good360’s
Recovery Fund, which is our direct fundraising specifically to
benefit the fulfillment of Product Needs List.

Is my organization
guaranteed all items on
my Product Needs List?

We can only guarantee the products that receive full funding
before the Product Needs List crowdfunding campaign
expires. It is important to properly rank the products on your
Product Needs List in the order of most needed for this reason.

How do I promote my
Product Needs List to my
supporters?

There are many ways that you can promote your Product
Needs List including, emailing your supporters a link to your
Product Needs List with a call to action or donation request,
by uploading the Product Needs List widget to your
organization’s website or blog, and by sharing your Product
Needs List on your nonprofit’s social media pages.

What happens if my
organization’s Product
Needs List is not fully
funded when it expires?

If your Product Needs List is not fully funded by the time the
campaign expires, the funds raised will be put towards the
top ranked products on your list. You will receive an email
confirming which products will be shipped.

Do I have to wait for the
Product Needs List to
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expire before any of my
donations are shipped?

There are some cases where an item may be shipped before
the Product Needs List expires, but it is not something we can
guarantee and it is not something that can be requested.
You will receive an email notification when one or more of
your products are shipped.

Will my organization
receive contact
information for all
individuals that donate to
our Product Needs List?

Unless a cash contributor has opted for an anonymous
donation, you will be able to view the email addresses of all
contributors on the Product Needs list detail page.

If an individual donation
to my Product Needs list,
do I need to supply them
with a donation receipt?

They will receive a tax receipt via email from Good360.

How are my Out of Stock
products fulfilled?

Good360 makes requests to our company donors for those
products on your behalf. We cannot guarantee that we will
be able to meet all of the requests, however, when a
company donates one of the products you requested, you
will receive an email and dashboard notification that it is now
available to add to a Product Needs List for crowdfunding.
All fulfilled needs will be available on a first come, first served
basis.

Is my organization
guarantee to received
items on my Out of Stock
List?

We are unable to guarantee that all product requests will be
fulfilled by our company partners.

When will items on my Out
of Stock List be available?
How will I know?

Each time a company donates a product that fulfills one of
the items on your Out of Stock List, you will receive a
notification on both your DisasterRecovery360 dashboard,
and via email. You will then have the opportunity to add that
product to a Product Needs List.

I just received a
notification that one of
the items on my Out of
Stock List is now available.
How do I add it to my
Product Needs List?

Go to your DisasterRecovery360 dashboard and create a
new Product Needs List for this product.
At this time, you are unable to add a new items to an already
published Product Needs List.

I was able to fulfill some of
my product needs
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through another source.
How can I remove those
items from my Out of
Stock List?

To remove a product need or to update your product needs,
go to your DisasterRecovery360 dashboard and click on the
“Products” tab on the left-hand side. You can manage your
product needs from this page.

What am I allowed to do
with the products I receive
from Good360?

Product donations must be used to serve the ill, need or
youth; or to assist in the administration of your nonprofit. You
may NOT sell the donation products in any manner, including,
bartering, auctioning or in thrift stores. Products may not be
shared with another nonprofit unless Good360 has given
written approval. Donations cannot be given to volunteers
or staff. Be sure all employees, volunteers, and clients are
aware of all Good360 policies.
You are unable to change the notifications you receive on
your dashboard, however, you can update your email
notifications under My Account  Settings & Preferences on
your DisasterRecovery360 dashboard.

How can I change the
notifications I receive?
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